
Capitol Punishment III 
Packet by Fucker Blew Up (Dave Hayes, Jason Keller, Susan Ferrari) 

1. The president of the International Skating Union from 1925 to 1937, in 1902, he was 
nearly beaten by Madge Suer, but instead won his second of ten World Championships 
that he won between 1901 and 1911. In 1908, he becam~'the first man to win an Olympic 
gold medal in men's figure skating, and in 1909, he completed a jump in which he took 
off backwards from his left foot and landed on his right. F20P, name the Swede for 
whom this jump is named. 
ANSWER: Ulrich Salchow (SAL ~ cow) 

2. Those present include a group of Young Conservatives from Sirius B and followers of 
the Church of the Second Coming of the Great Prophet Zarquon (ZAR - kwon), who also 
appears, interrupting the routine of Max Quordlepleen and Reg Nullify and his 
Cataclysmic Combo. A cow bred to offer itself to customers for eating is the dish of the 
day, and it is here that Zaphod, Ford, Trillian and Arthur watch the gnab gib, or big bang 
backwards. F20P, name this title location of the sequel to "The Hitchhiker's Guide to the 
Galaxy." 
ANSWER: Milliways or The Restaurant at the End of the Universe 

3. In a celebrity Road to the Final Four tournament created by a Georgetown University 
- humor columnist, this television personality advanced to the Elite Eight before losing to 
Papa Smurf. Although her mother wanted -her to be an attorney, she found it better to aid 
others on their own spiritual journeys. She acknowledges that she is not always talking in 
her commercials, because the spirits tell her about her clients. The cards are her aids and 
they never lie, so if you have questions, she has the answers. F20P, name this woman 
who you should [moderator: affect fake Jamaican accent] "call now for you free 
rearlin'!" 
ANSWER: Miss Cleo 

4. Recent plotlines include Derek noticing the blood on Tad's sleeve, which leads Derek 
to believe Tad had something to do with Sweeney's murder, while Bianca and Leo went 
to see BBMak: perform. Hayley Vaughan Santos is played by Kelly Ripa, also Regis' 
sidekick, and it is most well known for one character, whose husbands have included 
Tom Cudahy, Adam Chandler, Travis Montgomery and Dmitri Marick. F20P, name this 
soap opera, on which Erica Kane is played by Susan Lucci. 
ANSWER: All My Children 

5. On their second album they perform on "True to Your Heart" with Stevie Wonder, . 
with whom they were label mates on Motown. Two members' fave song on their first 
album is "I Wasn't Over You;" .the others prefer "Heaven's Missing an Angel," but none 
picked the chart-topping "Invisible Man. 1I Hits off their third album IIRevelation" include 
"The Way You Want Me To" and "Give Me Just One Night (Una Noche)," but they're 
best known for "& Rising," which includes "I Do (Cherish You)." F20P, Jeff, Justin, 
Drew and Nick Lachey comprise what group? 
ANSWER: 98 Degrees 



6. It starts with a voice coming from a light bulb in a bare room trying to convince 
Chambers to eat. Its title is also that of a book left at the United Nations by nine-foot-tall 
Kanamits, who seem to be benign, offering humans technology so that peace prevails and 
humans start taking vacations to the Kanamit world. Chambers doesn't learn the title's 
real meaning until he's on the gangway. F20P, name this . title phrase that, in the irony 
characteristic of the "Twilight Zone," is the name of a cookbook. 
ANSWER: To Serve Man ' 

7. Early roles included a bit part in "Dogfight" and role in the TV movie "Guilty Until 
Proven Innocent." Though he was raised Catholic, he was going to attend Southern 
Methodist University before he landed the role of David in "School Ties." Subsequent 
roles include Link in every Pauly Shore movie he's been in, Elliot Richards in Bedazzled 
and Stu Miley in Monkeybone. F20P, name this actor who starred in "Encino Man," "The 
Mummy," and "The Mummy Returns." 
ANSWER: Brendan Fraser 

8. Harder objects to get in this game include the ''E'' in the Phoenix Downhill Jam and the 
hidden tape in San Francisco, which requires making a huge jump. Holding the C-Down 
button before attempting tricks is crucial, and you get more points if you can nollie or 
fastplant by tapping up before hitting the lip or ramp. Special tricks include Rune 
Glifberg's Christ Air and the title skater's 360 Flip to Mute. F20P, name this video game 
featuring the world's greatest skateboarder. 

_ ANSWER: Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 

9. A recent Slate article noted that New York women are now taking Vicodin before 
undergoing this procedure, which Gwyneth Paltrow claims changed her life. Not 
performed in the United Kingdom for hygenic reasons, this procedure was introduced to 
America by the J. Sisters International Salon. F20P, name this cosmetic procedure that 
removes all of the hair from the buttocks and labia and almost all of the hair from the 
pubic region. 
ANSWER: Brazilian bikini wax (prompt on bikini wax) 

10. Those attending its opening include 34-year-old actor Kyle Darren, recently outed 
leading man Dash Calhoun, and country star Lurleen Lumpkin, just out of the Mayo 
Clinic. Others exist in Brockway and OgdenviIle, and Sebastian Cobb was hired to build 
North Haverbrook's by Lyle LanIey, who diverts attention from repairing Main Street 
with a song. Leonard Nimoy, also on hand, points out a solar eclipse. Purchased with the 
money from Mr. Burns' fine for toxic waste dumping, F20P, name this rapid mass-transit 
system for Springfield. 
ANSWER: Springfield Monorail 

11. The Majority for Musical Morality has gained enough influence to outlaw rock-and
roll, and stonns the stage at the Paradise Theater to break up the last concert. When a 
protester is murdered, Robert Orin Charles Kilroy is arrested and imprisoned, but he is 
the speaker of this song. He is "the modem man who hides behind the mask/' and he 
disguises himself as a Japanese automaton who does all of the jobs that humans don't do 



anymore. F20P, name this Styx classic in which the title character is often told "domo 
. arigato." 
ANSWER: Mr. Roboto (accept Kilroy was Here before "song") 

12. He refused to play for the Harlem Globetrotters because their owner would talk only 
to his white coach druing negotiations. He played espeCially well against the St. Louis 
Hawks, who played in the most racist city in the league arid were his team's opponents in 
his first two NBA Finals. Only six-foot-nine, he averaged over 20 rebounds a game and 
only 15 points, as he "concentrated on rebounding and defense. Acquired to complement 
Bob Cousy (COOZ -ee), F20P, name the center for 11 Celtics championship teams. 
ANSWER: William Felton "Bill" Russell 

13. Its artsiness starts with the cover art, a Gerhard Richter painting depicting the subject 
of track 9, "Candle," and its title is mentioned in the "Hyperstation" segment of the 
album-closing "Trilogy." Hugely influential, as evidenced by Radiohead1s copping 
"Providence'"s concept for "Fitter Happier," it culminates the development begun on Evol 
and Sister, and its best known song is Thurston Moore's "Teen Age Riot," which 
anticipates the alternative revolution. F20P, name this 1988 double album by Sonic 
Youth. 
ANSWER: Daydream Nation 

- 14. It begins with an American college hockey player crashing into a woman, who he 
tells, "Where I come from, we stand for the national anthem." Doug Dorsey is later 
blindsided by a West German defenseman and loses 18 degrees of peripheral vision. 
Unable to play hockey anymore, he is recruited by coach Boris Pochenko, and a figure 
skating pair with Kate Moseley ensues. F20P, name this classic starring D.B. Sweeney 
and Moira Kelly, and don't forget: "Toe Pick!" 
ANSWER: The Cutting Edge 

15. The maker of these snacks sued successfully in 1999 to prevent Nabisco from making 
a similar snack based on the TV show "CatDog." They once made an appearance in a 
Campbell's soup commercial, which is not surprising considering that Campbell's now 
owns the company that makes them. Sold in 30 countries, they were first introduced in 
1962 and come in flavor-blasted varieties as well as original, pizza, Parmesan, pretzel, 
and cheddar. F20P name these crackers made by Pepperidge Farm. 
ANSWER: GoldfISh crackers 

16. An official rulebook states, "The playing field shall be a rectangle at least 50 feet long 
and at least 30 feet wide, divided into two equal sections by a center boundary line. 
Game begins by placing the balls along the center line. Players then take a position 
behind the end line. The first team to legally eliminate all opposing players will be 
declared the winner." F20P,name this children's game, currently under fire for 
encouraging playground violence, in which players are eliminated by being struck with 
the ball. 
ANSWER: dodgeball 



17. After throwing only one pass in the 1993 season he refused to take a pay cut and was 
traded to the Rams; later Dan Reeves brought him to both the Giants and Falcons because 
Reeves didn't believe he could have been so wrong about a player. He failed to deliver on 
the promise that led the Broncos to choose him in the first round of the 1992 draft as a 
possible successor for John Elway. After several years away from football, his greatest 
success came in 2001 on the Los Angeles Xtreme. F20P, hame the XFL's MVP. 
ANSWER: Toinmy Maddox' 

18. The" head of Military Armaments Research Systems, he had two residences, one in 
Trans-Carpathia and one in Scotland, his original home. After the destruction of the Pit 
he returned to Scotland, where he kicked out the impostor Major Bludd and became a 
freelance arms dealer with his love, the Baroness. He thus came into conflict with Cobra 
Commander, who twice tried to attack his castle. F20P, name this Cobra character known 
for his silver fonn-fitting mask. 
ANSWER: Destro 

19. On "Money Jungle" he appears with Duke Ellington and Max Roach; he often 
arranged Ellington's music for his own group, which he founded in 1955 as the Jazz 
Workshop. He went on to produce such songs as "Fables ofFaubus" and "Oh Lord Don't 
Let Them Drop that Atomic Bomb on Me" on albums whose titles often include his 
name, such as his last name with an exclamation point and his last name repeated five 
times. Near the end of his life, he collaborated with folk-jazz songstress Jom Mitchell, 
who named an album for him. F20P, name this bassist and-composer of a tribute to Lester 
Young, "Goodbye Pork Pie Hat." 
ANSWER: Charles Mingus 

20. Within the first tenth of a second after its activation, the phase transition coils and 
pattern buffer are activated, shortly followed by the emitter array. Later the biofilter may 
be used to screen out harmful particles detected by the molecular scanner. These are the 
steps that occur when the three light bars or sliders are used to energize, as often done by 
Chief O'Brien or Scotty. F20P, name this device used in Star Trek to '·beam" characters. 
ANSWER: Transporter pad or array or equivalent 

21. Though Eddie Fisher received screen credit in this movie, his scene was cut before 
the film's release. The leading role, allegedly inspired by Tallulah (ta - LOO - la) 
Bankhead, was to have been played by Claudette Colbert (cole - BEAR), but she suffered 
a ruptured disc and had to withdraw. Sharing a record with "Titanic," it was nominated 
for 14 Academy Awards and named the Best Picture of 1951. F20P, name this movie 
featuring the line, "Fasten your seatbelts, it's going to be a bumpy night," spoken by Bette 
(BEH-tee) Davis as theater star Margo Channing. 
ANSWER: All About Eve 

22. The youngest National Hockey League player to record a hat trick, he was taken after 
Owen Nolan, Petr Nedved, Keith Primeau (preemo) and Mike Ricci (REE - chee) in the 
1990 draft. His father is the president of his former team, HC Poldi Kladno, and he 
scored 59 points and 121 points in the 2000-2001 season before he was traded for Kris 



Beech, Michal Sivek and Ross Lupaschuk. Known for his curly black mullet, name this 
recent Capitals acquisition, F20P, formerly the leading scorer for the Pittsburgh Penguins. 
ANSWER: Jaromir Jagr (yahgur) 

23. The words are taken from a Willie Dixon song, which drew a lawsuit after the band 
had sold the rights to the song. Random knob turning orr a theremin (THEH - reh - min) 
produced the spooky, echoing sounds of the middle section, which leads into the solo 
before the lead singer asks the object of his affection to shake for him and lets her know 
he wants to be her backdoor man. After all, she needs coolin, and he's not foolin. F20P, 
name this highest-charting single by Led Zeppelin, the first track on "II." 
ANSWER: Whole Lotta Love 

24. Part of it was inspired by the singer's brother Frankie, who went to Vietnam. The 
voices that speak before the alto saxophone picks up on the first track are the singer's 
friends, including Bobby Rogers of the Miracles, who were also on Motown. The singer 
collaborated on that title track and seven others, including "Save the Children," "Inner 
City Blues (Make Me Wanna Holler)," and "What's Happening Brother," bULhe wrote 
the top ten single "Mercy Mercy Me" himself. F20P, name this 1971 Marvin Gaye 
album. 
ANSWER: What's Going On 

.25. "My supreme goal is to force the truth out of my characters and settings. I swear to do 
so by all. the means available and at the cost of any good taste and any aesthetic 
considerations." This quote is taken from the manifesto of a movement that claimed to be 
a "rescue action" for the cinema and inspired such films as "The Idiots," "The 
Celebration," "Breaking the Waves," and "Mifune." (mih - FOON -ay) F20P, name this 
artistic movement founded in Copenhagen in the mid-90s. 
ANSWER: Dogma 95 or Dogme 95 

BONUSES 

1. Name these bluesmen for the stated number of points. 
(10) Known as the "Blues Boy from Beale Street," he has won Grammys for five of his 
albums, on which he played one of his guitars, all named "Lucille." 
ANSWER: B. B. King or Riley B. King 
(20) Among his songs are ''Hell Hound on my Trail," and "I Believe I'll Dust My 
Broom," but he's best known for making a pact with the Devil in Clarksdale, Mississippi. 
ANSWER: Robert Johnson 
(30) Born in Clarksdale and influenced by Johnson, his songs include "Boogie Chillen," 
"I'm in the Mood," and ''Boom Boom." Recently, he died. 
ANSWER: John Lee Hooker 

2. F20PE, name these players related to perfect games. 
(20) He's the only man to start on the winning side in three perfect games. Obviously, 
he's not a pitcher. 



ANSWER: Paul O'Neill 
(20) Harvey Haddix and this man are the only to carry perfect games beyond the ninth 
inning, only to have them broken up in extra innings . 

. ANSWER: Pedro Martinez 
(20) In 1917, he got credit for a perfect game for retiring 26 batters after Babe Ruth KO'd 
an umpire and was thrown out of the game. 
ANSWER: Ernie Shore . 
For all that and'a bag'o' chips, what was the name of the umpire Ruth KO'd? 
ANSWER: Clarence ~'Brick" Owens 
[He got the nickname "Brick" from an object thrown at him during a game.] 

3. Name these old-timey football players FlOPE. 
(10,10,10,10) Name the players of the 1924 Notre Dame backfield, known as the Four 
Horsemen of the Apocalypse. 

, ANSWER: Don Miller, Elmer Layden, Jim Crowley, and Harry Stuhldreher 
(10) This quarterback led the Chicago Bears to four NFL championships in 1940, 41, 43 
and 46 and was Most Valuable Player in 1943. ANSWER: Sid Luckman 
(10) He won the Heisman at Notre Dame in 1956, moved on to be the Packers' halfback 
and kicker, won the MVP twice and was later kicked out of football for gambling. 
ANSWER: Paul Hornung 

4.60-40-20-1, name the celebrity. 
(60) She studied at Vassar and went to work for her father in biological research until a 
family friend, Jon Lovitz, convinced her to take up acting. 
(40) She has lent her voice to Ava in Dr. Doolittle 2 and Aphrodite in Hercules. 
(20) She had a recurring role on Mad About You as Ursula Buffay before moving on to 
play her twin sister on Friends. 
(1) It's who Edmund wants to be when he asks, "Can I be Lisa Kudrow?" 
ANSWER: Lisa Kudrow 

5. Name the following Duran Duran songs from lyrics, F20PE. 
(20) . "Moving on the floor now babe,! you're a bird of paradise'/Cherry ice cream smile, I 
suppose it's very nice. " 
ANSWER: Rio 
(20) "Lipstick cherry allover the lens as she's falling/and miles of sharp blue water 
coming in/where she lies. " 
ANSWER: Girls on Film 
(20) "You got sir~ns for a welcome/there's bloodstain for your pain/and your telephone 
been ringing while/you're dancing in the rain. " 
ANSWER: The Wild Boys 
F or all that and a bag .0' chips, who played Duran Duran in "Barbarella"? 
ANSWER: Milo O'Shea 

6. F20PE, identify the following foods from a brief description. 
(20) Earl :Mitchell invented this item as a snack for miners. It consists of a graham
cracker-and-marshmallow sandwich dipped in chocolate. 



ANSWER: Moon Pie 
(20) Another delicacy from the South, it consists of eggs or egg yolks, sugar, butter, 
cream, and sometimes lemon juice in a pastry crust. Some lucky person won one on 
Friday here. 
ANSWER: chess pie 
(20) While this is a dish composed of ground beef, cabbage, gravy, carrots, onion, and 
herbs in a pastry crust, it is perhaps better known as an utterance of Homer Simpson in 
the episode, IIBoy Scoutz 'N The Hood. II 
ANSWER: floor pie' 

7. Name these amusement parks F20PE. 
(20) This Ohio park includes the Beast, reputedly the longest roller coaster in the world, 
and the Son of the Beast, reputedly the only wooden coaster with a loop. 
ANSWER: Kings Island 
(20) New coasters in this Los Angeles park include Deja Vu, Goliath Jr., and X, which it 
calls the "fourth dimensional roller coaster." 
ANSWER: Six Flags Magic Mountain 
(20) This park isn't so much noted for its coasters as the Kissing Tower and factory tour. 
ANSWER: Hersheypark 

8. Name the old-school Nintendo games F20PE. 
~ (20) You can get farther in it if you pick up bats and dynamite sticks and use the 

conveyor belt to drop Mission l' s bald boss into the pit rather than fight him. 
ANSWER: Double Dragon 
(20) Enemies in this game include Quickman, Heatman, Flashman and Woodman. 
ANSWER: Mega Man 2 (do not accept any other number, and do not prompt on "Mega 
Man") 
(20) You don't want to get knocked off your motorcycle on the front of a hill in this 1984 
game, since you'll roll all the way over. You could also design your own tracks, but you 
couldn't save them. 
ANSWER: Excitebike 
For the bag o'chips, in Double Dragon's screen announcing Mission 1, what letters can 
be se~n on the storefront to the right? 
ANSWER: Grigr 

9. Name the movie from quotes, 60-40-20-1. 
(60) IIThat man's got a beautiful telephone voice. II 
(40) "Is it the Chad?" 
(20) 1I0nce upon a time, there were three very different little girls -- who grew up to be 
three very different women." 
(1) "Good morning, Angels. II "Good morning, Charlie,1I 
ANSWER: Charlie's Angels 

10. Name the Carole King song from lyrics F15PE. 
(15) "00, baby, when I see your face I mellow as the month of May I Oh darling, I can't 
stand it / when you look at me that way" 



ANSWER: I Feel The Earth Move 
(15) "He moved with some uncertainty as if he didn't know / just what he was there for 
or where he ought to go. / Once he reached for something gold and hanging from a tree / 
and his hand came down empty." 
ANSWER: Tapestry 
( 15) "You know the people were quite pleased,· / for the 'outlaw had been seized / and on 
the whole it was a very good year / for the undertaker." 
ANSWER: Smackwater Jack 
(15) "Before the day I met you, life was so unkind / But your love was the key to my 
peace of mind / 'Cause you make me feel." 
ANSWER: (You Make Me Feel Like) A Natural Woman 

11. Name these B-sides to the Beatles' number 1 hits F20PE. 
(20) This B-side to "All You Need is Love", a splicing of two half-finished songs, one 
by Lennon and one by McCartney, asks, "How does it feel to be one of the beautiful 
people?" 
ANSWER: Baby, You're a Rich Man 
(20) This tune, a reworking of one found on the White Album, was originally the B-side 
for "Hey Jude." On it you can hear the most distorted guitar the Beatlesever used 
ANSWER: Revolution (do not accept "Revolution 1" or "Revolution #1" or "Revolution 
9" or "Revolution #9") 
(20) This B-side to "Let It Be" features a lot of John Lennon screaming, a scene in which _ 
Ringo impersonates loupge singer Denms O'Bell, and some Monty-Pythonesque 
mumbling. . 
ANSWER: You Know My Name (LookUp the Number) 
For the bag o'chips, what was the B-side to "The Ballad of John and Yoko"? 
ANSWER: Old Brown Shoe 

12. Don't these summer offerings look great? Given a line from a trailer, name the 
summer movie F 15PE. 
(15) "YOU got into Harvard Law?" 
ANSWER: Legally Blonde 
(15) [sternly] "We are trying to take over the world!" 
ANSWER: Cats and Dogs 
(15) "You have. never read a book in your life." "I have too. I read all four Harry 
Potters." . 
ANSWER: America's Sweethearts 
(15) "You ARE the weakest link. Goodbye!" 
ANSWER: Scary Movie n 

13. Given a title or titles, name the new age artist F 15PE. 
(15) "Nightingale," "On Sacred Ground" 
ANSWER: Yanni 
(15) "Cristofori's Dream" 
ANSWER: David Lanz 
(15) "Destiny," "I Honestly Love You" featuring Olivia Newton-John 



ANSWER: Jim Brickman 
(15) "Silk Road" 
ANSWER: Fataro 

14. Name the following David E. Kelley television shows from characters F20PE. 
(20) Ling Woo, Georgia Thomas 
ANSWER: Ally McBeal 
(20) Jimmy Brock, Judge Henry Bone 
ANSWER: Picket Fences 
(20) Scott Guber, Harvey Lipshutz 
ANSWER: Boston Public 

15. Name the character these actors played on ''Law and Order" F20PE. 
(20) Jerry Orbach (OR - bok) 
ANSWER: Det. Lennie Brisco (or Frank Lareman. If someone says this, award the bag 
o'chips with the 20 pts.) 
(20) Richard Brooks 
ANSWER: Assistant District Attorney Paul Robinette 
(20) Paul Sorvino 
ANSWER: Det. Sgt. Phil Cerreta 
For a bag o'chips, Jerry Orbach also played a defense attorney in a few episodes. What 
was his name? 
ANSWER: Frank Lareman 

16. John Cazale (ca -ZAIL) appeared in five movies in his lifetime, all classics. For the 
stated number of points, name them. 
(10) Cazale played Fredo (FRA Y - do), the middle Corleone (cor - lee - 0 - nee), in these 
two movies. 
ANSWER: The Godfather and The Godfather, Part II (or equivalent on second) 
(10) In this film, Cazale plays one of the friends who goes on a hunting trip with future 
Vietnam soldiers Robert De Niro and Christopher Walken. 
ANSWER: The Deer Hunter 
(20)Cazale played Sal, the nervous partner of Al Pacino's Sonny, in this film about a 
bank heist gone weird. 
ANSWER: Dog Day Afternoon 
(20) Cazale played Stan in this Coppola film about a surveillance expert played by Gene 
Hackman. , 
ANSWER: The Conversation 

17. Name these characters played by Jimmy Stewart for the stated number of points. 
(10) In "It's a Wonderful Life," whose plot was originally written as a Christmas card, 
Stewart plays him. 
ANSWER: George Bailey 
(25) Stewart plays this retired police detective who becomes obsessed with another man's 
wife in "Vertigo." 
ANSWER: John Scottie Ferguson (accept either) 



(25) In "The Philadelphia Story," Stewart plays this scandal reporter who falls in love 
with a society girl and becomes a scandal himself 
ANSWER: Macauley Connor 
For all that and a bag o'chips, Jimmy has also starred in some terrible movies, including 
one in which his private luxury jet is sabotaged and sinks into the ocean. Name it. 
ANSWER: Airport '77 

18. Given the song, name the artist for the stated number of points. 
(10) "Shake That AzZ" 
ANSWER: Mystikal 
(20) "So Fresh So Clean" 
ANSWER: Outkast 
(30) "Bizounce" 
ANSWER: Olivia 

19. Ahh ... The memories. Given a description and a cheesy personal anecdote, name the 
Magic: the Gathering card F20PE. 
(20) I included a quote from Measure for Measure in a packet, and a Yale team told me 
that I found it on this card. It is an enchantment that requires 2 red mana to play and 
results in a creature getting +2/+2. 
ANSWER: Giant Strength 
-C20) In a friendly match in which I managed to find only one land in my hand in the first 
20 turns, I won with this III forestwalk creature. It requires one green mana to summon 
these creatures. 
ANSWER: Shanodin Dryads 
(20) Looking through a price guide, I noticed that this land was the only card of any 
"value" from the Fallen Empires set. It's not all that useful, although it does allow you to 
add a mana of any color to your mana pool. 
ANSWER: Rainbow Vale 

20. Given a quote from the latest ''Top Ten Men in QB," name the guy to whom the 
quote refers F15P each. If you need their school, you get 5 points. 
(15)""He's funny, he's cute, he's a man who cooks, and he owns a monkey. No more 
need be said." 
(5) Yale University 
ANSWER: Raniey Ko 
(15) ''Not only ~as he the most dapperly dressed moderator at Penn Bowl IX (not an easy 
task), he's also charming, sweet, generous, and capable of discussing the more subtle 
points of graph theory." 
(5) Most recently Rutgers University, formerly Duke University 
ANSWER: Paul Dreyer 
(15) "Soccer has been good to this one. We've seen [him] without his shirt on, and we 
can't disapprove. Of how many qb guys can that be said? Oh, and we've heard he's a 
pretty good player, too." 
(5) Case Western Reserve University 
ANSWER: Josh!&ri! 



(15) "We think about him and we want to cry. We'll let you figure it out." 
(5) University of Michigan, formerly Furman University 
ANSWER: David Bykowski 

21. Given a quote, name the SNL Celebrity Jeopardy! contestant who said it for the stated 
number of points. 
(10) "I'm a girl, you know?" 
ANSWER: Hilary Swank 
(10) ''I'm Batman." / 
ANSWER: Michael Keaton 
(20) "This guy reads from a card!" 
ANSWER: Sean Connery 
(20) "I don't know how to read or write." 
ANSWER: Jeff Goldblum 

22. If you've been watching women's tennis, you're probably bummed that you haven't 
seen much of Anna Kournikova, but have you paid attention to her matches? F20PE: 
(20) The last time Anna made a fmal was at the Kremlin Cup in 2000, where she, not 
surprisingly, lost to this top-ranked player. 
ANSWER: Martina Hingis 
(20) Before Anna suffered a stress fracture in 2001, she had lost four times on tour. Two 
of those losses came to this American at the Pan Pacific Open and the Australian Open. 
ANSWER: Lindsay Davenport 
(20) Anna was seeded in 2000 at the U.S. Open and lost in the third round to this Belgian, 
who made the semifinals of the French Open and Wimbledon in 2001. 
ANSWER: Justine Henin 
For a bag of chips, Kournikova lost to one other American before getting injured in 2001. 
Name her. 
ANSWER: Corina Morariu 

23. Name these inhabitants ofXanth from their talents F20PE. 
(20) He cannot be harmed by magic. 
ANSWER: Bink 
(20) He can conjure fruit. 
ANSWER: Hugo 
(20) He can hold any object and divine its history. 
ANSWER: Gr01itden 

24. Name the Winter Olympic event in which each of the following female athletes 
competes in F 15PE. 
(15) Pernilla Wiberg (VEE" berg) 
ANSWER: Alpine Skiing (accept slalom, giant slalom, super G, downhill, but not cross
country) 
(15) Cammy Myler 
ANSWER: Luge 
(15) Gunda Niemann"Stimemann (NEE -man STIJR - ne -man) 



ANSWER: Speed Skating 
(15) Elena Liashenko (L Y -a -SHEN - ko) 
ANSWER: Figure Skating 


